A few years ago, a word game called Wacky Wordies was making the rounds. I think it is time that Word Ways readers had a chance to enjoy this game -- the puzzles are equally fun to make up and to solve. Each of the items below represents a familiar word or phrase. For example, C C C C C C C can be immediately recognized as The Seven Seas. Now have fun with the others!

1. ADO
ADO 0 ADO
ADO
ADO

2. WORLAMEN

3. E
M
A
R
F

4. DIET
A

5. MRS. BENES

6. ONALLE

7. ONE ANOTHER
ONE ANOTHER
ONE ANOTHER
ONE ANOTHER
ONE ANOTHER
ONE ANOTHER
ONE ANOTHER

8. CAKE

9. CLOCK WATCH

10. HAND
FIST

11. CARTHORSE

12. WEAR
WOOLEN

13. SHARE
SHARE

14. ME
AL

15. WORLDS
EACH OTHER

16. IDENTICAL
IDENTICAL

17. IDK

18. BUS TOKEN
ICIER

19. P P WAY
U U

20. THE BIRD HAND

21. VIEW
ALL

22. MACITYLE

23. LAZ
ZE

24. TIM

25. PO

26. W
A

27. RA

28. ED

29. lo

30. LOG

31. I

32. FAR

33. :

34. S
A

35. N

36. SC

37. FI

38. E

39. IT

40. M.
23. LAL ZERO
24. TIME TIME
25. POI NT
26. W A T E R
27. RACAREG
28. EDALIENEN
29. love
30. HEAD LOHELSVE U
31. BK
32. FALS
33. P A PATCH C H
34. STAND ABLE
35. NIAPS
36. SOCUBAL
37. FIBBED FIBBED
38. PPOD
39. ITRIGHTALL
40. M.D. PH.D.
41. ASPIRIN STORE
42. HOME HOME
43. ONCE 3:15 A.M.
44. ASON SALE
45. GUN GUN GUN GUN GUN
46. QUAKERJOKEQUAKER
47. F U N D
48. HOUSE STOVE
49. GROUND B&O
50. PAINS
51. STORY
52. RESOURCES